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Beyond the Surface
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We live in a tough world....

Our world is under constant attack.  Rain, salt, sand, pressure, friction, chemicals 

are just a few of the contributing factors that lead to increased corrosion and wear.  

Equipment manufacturers in nearly all industries and applications incorporate 

methods to resist these factors.  A reliable and relatively low cost alternative to the 

use of expensive alloys is to apply thin, functional coatings such as electroless 

nickel, hard chrome or tin.  These surface treatments not only increase the durability 

and useful life of the components but can also enhance certain important properties.  

Heat dissipation, shielding valuable electronic devices from interferences, reduced 

magnetic properties and increased ability to solder are just some of the unique 

characteristics of COVENTYA Functional Coatings.  Read on to learn what else 

they can do.

The annual cost of  
corrosion across the 

globe is estimated to be 
over  

3%  
of world wide Gross  

Domestic Products (1) 

(1)2009 “Now is the Time”, George F. Hays

PED Director General World Corrosion  

Organization

Fight back with Functional Coatings 
from COVENTYA
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What are COVENTYA Functional coatings ?

Functional coatings are sometimes referred to as engineered coatings. Unlike decorative or protective finishes that 

focus either on appearance and/or corrosion protection, functional finishes are applied to enhance a wide variety of 

properties or in some cases, simply to extend the useful life of components in extremely challenging environments. 

Examples of Functional Coatings are... 

 î  Electroless Nickel 

As the name implies, electroless nickel (EN) is a nickel 

deposit that is applied without electricity. In addition to 

superior wear and corrosion resistance, EN’s primary 

advantage over its electroplated counterparts is its 

complete uniformity regardless of the shape or complexity 

of the component. 

 î  Hard Chrome

A very hard, bright and durable electroplated deposit.  With 

its self lubricating film and hardness near 1,000 VHN, it’s a 

coating that continues to find wide use and few alternatives, 

even under restrictive environmental regulations.

 î Tin / Tin Alloys

Electroplated deposits that have excellent conductivity, 

resist oxidation and readily accept solder.  For these 

reasons they find wide use in the electronics industry.
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Functioning at a Higher Level

COVENTYA’s 

Functional Technology 

is recognized by 

leading OEM’s across 

the world.

Approximately              

20% 
of our total 

revenue 
comes from this one 

product line. 

With roots that date back to 1927, a presence in over 50 countries, strong global 

OEM relationships and a long line of innovative technology, it is no surprise that 

COVENTYA is considered a market leader.  From engineers in the energy, 

electronics and automotive sector to designers of high fashion and luxury items, 

COVENTYA is proven as a trusted and reliable partner.  

 î As of 2013, COVENTYA products have gained over 200 OEM and 

Tier 1 approvals for the automotive industry alone. Simply stated; this means 

business for our global customer base.

COVENTYA is committed to innovation. With six (6) well equipped R&D centers 

around the globe and a highly capable staff of scientists, we confidently view the 

surface treatment challenges of today as tomorrow’s opportunities.

 î On average, 12% of our annual revenue comes from products   

 developed in the past 3 years.  
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Success is a Function of Commitment

You have many choices today. When selecting a supplier for your functional plating technology needs 

consider this about COVENTYA:

 

 î COVENTYA introduced the world to production proven lead and cadmium free EN 

technology in 2001; a time when competitors argued it could not be done.

 

 î COVENTYA is one of only a handful of companies in the world that have 

electroless nickel technology approved for use in the hard disc drive industry. 

In 2012 COVENTYA was awarded the prestigious Western Digital 

Supplier of the Year Award.

 

 î COVENTYA didn’t invent hard chrome plating technology... we just 

made it better. Our CHROME 450 technology consistently delivers high 

performance results.

 

 î COVENTYA has Functional technology experts across the globe and there are few 

challenges we’ve been unable to overcome. 

 

 î COVENTYA STARGLO and STABAC series of Tin and Tin alloy processes are proven 

performers. Our customers face the most challenging electronic applications with confidence. 

 

 î COVENTYA STARGLO and STABAC has high quality manufacturing facilities in strategic locations across 

Asia, America and Europe. This keeps costs down and speeds up delivery. 

 

 î COVENTYA  pursues the triple bottom line; People.Planet.Profit. We have established a sustainable business initiative 

called ECOLINE that not only guides our operating and product development decisions; it ensures our future.
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Fully Functioning
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Pretreatment

 î  PRESOL/PRELIK  

Soak Cleaners

 î  PRESOL/PRELIK  

Electrocleaners

 î  PICKLANE  

Activators

 î  LUMIA  

Aluminum treatment

Protection

 î PERFORMA Zinc Alloys

 î PRIMION Alkaline Zinc

 î ZETAPLUS Acid Zinc

 î  LANTHANE/FINIDIP 

Passivates

 î  FINIGARD  

Top Coats/Sealers

 î  FINIGARD/FINILUBE Torque/

Tension/COF modifiers

Decoration

 î CUBRAC Acid Copper

 î CRYSTAL Bright Nickel

 î  CRITERION Semi-bright Nickel

 î  CRITERION Micro-porous/

cracked Nickel

 î  SATIN CRYSTAL  

Satin Nickel

 î  TRISTAR Trivalent Chrome/Black 

Chrome

 î SILKEN Plating on Plastics

 î  Full line of Precious Metal 

Processes

Functional

 î ENOVA Electroless Nickel

 î STABAC Tin and Tin Alloys

 î Hard Chrome

WaterCare  
(The OMEGA Line)

 î  Coagulants

 î Cationic Polymers

 î Metal Precipitants

 î Flocculants

 î Foam Reducers

PRODUCT LINE

COVENTYA products as diverse as are the industries and applications they can 

be found in; from automobiles to oil fields and computers to fashion, COVENTYA 

products touch lives each and every day.

We offer one of the most comprehensive surface finishing product lines in the world 

and if you don’t find it here it likely doesn’t exist; at least not yet.  Our Functional 

product line features our award winning ENOVA electroless nickel technology:

 î  Electroless Nickel
 î Over 40 different globally available processes that include the full 

range of low, medium and high phosphorus systems

 î Lead, cadmium and ammonia free processes

 î Exciting new low nickel, eco-optimized technology

 î PTFE, Boron Nitride and other composites

 î Unique black EN, coloring and other designer technology 

 î  Hard Chrome

 î Tin and Tin Alloys
 î STARGLO and STABAC line

 î Pure Tin, Tin Lead, Tin Bismuth

 î Bright and matte finishes
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Form and Function 
Functional Coatings Application Guide

Application Guide for Functional Coatings Electroless Nickel
(% b.w. Phosphorus content)

Application or desired deposit 
characteristic

Hard 
Chrome

Tin/Tin 
 Alloys

Low P
(1-3%)

Medium P
(4-9%)

High P
(10.5-12%)

EN-PTFE or
B Nitride EN-Si Carb. or Diamond

Wear resistance-moderate ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

Wear resistance-severe ▲ ▲

Corrosion resistance-Mild 
Service 

▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

Corrosion resistance-Severe 
Service 

▲

Solderability ▲ ▲ ▲

High temperature exposure ▲ ▲

Release/low friction ▲ ▲

Chemical resistance (acid) ▲

Chemical resistance (alkaline) ▲

Brightness ▲ ▲ ▲

Heavy build/diamond turning ▲ ▲

Non-Magnetic property ▲

Electroless Nickel (EN) deposits are considered an engineered coating and are used 
primarily to protect components against corrosion and wear.  Its distinguishing feature is  
deposit uniformity regardless of part shape or complexity.  

It is important to understand that EN is not just one coating but a family of coatings and 
proper selection of the process as well as the operating conditions play an important role in 
how well it performs in the field.  Our ENOVA line of EN is one of the most comprehensive  
in the world.

  Hard Chrome has a long history of success in the mold, die, tooling and hydraulic industry.  
  It is typically ground and polished after plating as it is not a uniform coating.  

  Deposit hardness as plated is approximately 1,000 VHN.  Hard chrome finds limited use in  
  severe corrosive environments and its continued use today is threatened due to very strict   
  regulations on use of hexavalent chrome compounds.  

  Tin and Tin alloy electroplated deposits have a long history of success in the electronics  
  industry. This is due primarily to the excellent solderability, ductility and resistance to  
  corrosion and tarnishing. 

  Tin is typically alloyed with Lead or Bismuth to mitigate the formation of whiskers which can  
  lead to serious reliability issues for electronic components. These deposits can be applied 
  either as bright or matte finishes.  Our STARGLO and STABAC products are reliable  
  and high performance. 
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HEADQUARTERS
7, rue du Commandant  
d’Estienne d’Orves - CS 30001
92396 Villeneuve la Garenne CEDEX
France
www.coventya.com

BRAZIL
Rua Jacob Luchesi, 4852
Santa Lúcia – Caxias do Sul
95032-000
Tel: +55 54 2101 3800
coventya.rs@coventya.com.br 

Av. Prestes Maia, 225
Vila Marina – Diadema - SP
09930-270
Tel: +55 11 40 55 66 02
coventya@coventya.com.br

Rua Francisco Manoel de  
Souza, 720
Bairro Chácara Bela Vista
Sumaré - SP - CEP 13 175 500
Tel: +55 19 3922 8423
coventya.spi@coventya.com.br 

CHINA
1088 Yinzhong South Road, 
Wuzhong District
215124 Suzhou City– CN
Tel: +86 512 6708 2628
coventya_cn@coventya.com 

FINLAND
Sienitie 17 
00760 HELSINKI
Tel: +358 400 650 106 
j.nummisalo@coventya.com

FRANCE
7, rue du Cdt d’Estienne d’Orves
CS 30001
92396 Villeneuve-la-Garenne 
CEDEX
Tel: +33 1 47 15 73 00
coventya_fr@coventya.com 

GERMANY
Stadtring Nordhorn 116
33334 GÜTERSLOH
Tel: +49 52 41 93 620
coventya_de@coventya.com 

INDIA
Gat n° 569, Pune-Nagar Road
Koregaon Bhima, Tal.Shirur
PUNE 412 207
Tel: +91 93 25 38 34 95
coventya_in@coventya.com 

ITALY
Via Fratelli Rosselli, 2
31050 VILLORBA (TV)
Tel: +39 04 22 61 45
coventya_it@coventya.com 

Via 1° Maggio 5/A
22060 CARUGO (CO)
Tel : +39 031 75 90 11
coventya_it@coventya.com

Divisione Precious Metals
Via Chiusa
51031 AGLIANA (PT)
Tel : +39 0574 67 11
coventya_it@coventya.com

MEXICO
Bolivar 752 – Col Alamos
Deleg. Benito Juarez
MX - 03 400 MEXICO
Tel: +52 55 5698 1130
coventya_mx@coventya.com

SINGAPORE
1 Science Park Road 
#01-07 The Capricorn
Singapore Science Park II 
SINGAPORE 117528
Tel: +65 9177 1294
coventya_sg@coventya.com

SOUTH KOREA
17 Plating Complex 2 gil 
(68-13 Palgok Yi Dong) 
Sangnok-gu, Ansan-si 
Kyungki-do 426-190
Tel: +82 31 502 2921
coventya_kr@coventya.com

SPAIN
C/ Romaní, 2
P.I. Castellbisbal Sud
08755 CASTELLBISBAL (BCN)
Tel: +34 937 723 770
coventya_es@coventya.com

SWEDEN
Ödegärdsgatan 3
504 64 BORÅS
Tel: +46 33 20 28 40
coventya_se@coventya.com 

UNITED KINGDOM
Enterprise Drive
Station Road
Four Ashes
WV10 7DF Wolverhampton
Tel.: +44 1902 797 990
molclear@coventya.com

USA
4639 Van Epps Road
Brooklyn Heights, OH 44131
Tel: +1 216 351 1500
coventya_us@coventya.com 

132 Clear Rd
Oriskany, NY 13424
Tel: +1 315 768 6635
coventya_us@coventya.com


